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This pattern will be 
updated when the 

KAL begins on 

November 1November 1



Yarn
HiKoo® Simplinatural
40% Baby Alpaca, 40% Fine Merino, 20% Mulberry Silk
183 yds per 100g hank (see Yarn Requirements, page 2)

Needles
Smaller Needles: skacel by addi® 16” [40cm] for neckline 
 & 32” [80cm] US 8 [5mm] circulars, or length 
 necessary for desired body circumference, and DPNs for 
 sleeves if not using the Magic Loop Method
 
Larger Needles: skacel by addi® 32” [80cm] US 9 
 [5.5mm] circulars, or length necessary for desired body 
 circumference, and DPNs for sleeves if not using the 
 Magic Loop Method

Notions
Tapestry needle, Stitch marker, Scissors

Featured Techniques 
German Short Rows, Half-Twisted Ribbing, stranded 
colorwork, picking up stitches, Cable Cast On

 1 x 1 Half-Twisted Ribbing
 Rnd 1: *ktbl, p1; rep from * to EOR
 Rnd 2: *k1, p1; rep from * to EOR

 Cable Cast-On
 Step 1: Turn so the WS is facing you, insert
  the right  needle between the first and second st
  of the left needle
 Step 2:  K one st onto the right needle
 Step 3:  Place the st on the right needle, onto the
  left needle, without twisting it

 Repeat Steps 1-3 for however many sts to cast on

For a laid-back sweatshirt feel with a fun tri-color motif, this 
ultra-cozy sweater is knit in the round—from the top-down—
so you can try it on as you go! The circular yoke and body 
are embellished with bands of bold colorwork and textural 
garter stitch ridges. The sleeves are then picked up and fin-
ished last, for a completely seamless sweater! Knit in HiKoo® 
Simplinatural; a smooth, fluffy, Aran-weight yarn, featuring 
a sumptuous blend of wool, alpaca, and silk.

This pattern also features instructions for two neck varia-
tions, as well as a full-length or cropped-length body. Chart-
ed and written instructions are available for the colorwork. 
Be sure to read through the instructions carefully before you 
begin, so you are sure to follow your desired neckline and 
body length. Charts and written instructions are available 
for the colorwork. Total yardage has been calculated to 
accommodate a generous swatch of at least 4” x 4” [10cm x 
10cm] in colorwork.  

Want to avoid the jog at the beginning of the round? Try 
picking up the stitch below the first stitch of the round, 
putting it back onto the left needle, and knitting it together 
with the first stitch of the round. Be sure to always grab the 
smaller/innermost stitch on subsequent rounds. 



Finished Measurements

Yarn Requirements

Sizing
Winter Roses is available in five different sizes with two neck and two length options (cowl neck or crew neck & full length or 
crop length). See the Finished Measurements chart and Yarn Requirements charts below for more information.
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When a pattern is updated in Ravelry, purchasers 
often get a notification (either by email, or by 
private message). Updates are used to deliver the 
pattern and/or updates to everyone at the same 
time. There are a few ways to check for updates. 
 
First, check in your library. Go to Ravelry, then 
choose Library from the drop down menu under 
the my notebook tab on the top right.

In the library, you’ll find records on the left of all the 
Ravelry related purchases you’ve made. See that 
button on ours that says 3 updates available? 
Find that button in your account, and click it. 

Getting Pattern Updates Getting Pattern Updates 
in Ravelryin Ravelry

You’ll be led to a list of patterns that have been 
updated, along with a history of messages from 
the designer (or whoever did the updates). Click 
on the update available button to get the latest 
version of that pattern.



What if you didn’t associate your Ravelry ID 
with your purchase? Well, if the email you used 
is the same as the one connected to your Ravelry 
account, those patterns can be updated too! 
 
Click on your avatar in the top right corner of the 
page, then choose purchases.

Then click on Purchase Finder and enter the email 
address you used when purchasing an item from 
Ravelry. A link will be sent to connect that purchase 
to your Ravelry account.

If for some reason an update isn’t working for you, 
and you purchased a pattern from skacel, send 
us an email at info@skacelknitting.com and we 
will do our best to assist you.
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